On cross-examination, Mr, Harper stated that carbon dioxide
is not an explosive gas, and it was his understanding that
up to two percent methane was permitted to be present at the
location where he took his sample before there would be any
methane violation (Tr. 62-63),  He could not state whether
anyone from MSKA had the results of his air samples within
a week or two after he took them on January 27, 1983 (Tr. 65).
He confirmed that he held his sampler at arm's length away
from his body for a distance of approximately three feet,
and he was standing sideways with neither his face or his
back to the regulator (Tr. 66).
Mr. Harper defined "return air" as active air leaving
the last working place and dumping into the main air course.
He considers a "bleeder" to be air coming out of a gob area that
has been worked out.  He also indicated that he accepts the
ventilation plan's location of the bleeder evaluation
(Tr. 67) .
Mr. Harper reviewed the last sentence of mandatory
safety standard criteria section 75.316-2(e) (2) which states
"Such systems should extend from active pillar line of such
gob to the intersection of that bleeder split with any other
split of air, and shall not include active workings."  He
was asked whether the area in which he took his sample
fits the area described by the referenced sentence.  He answered
"no," and said "I believe that right at that regulator point
is the split, the separation between the air coming off the
gob then entering into the rest of the return" (Tr. 68).
When asked whether the area where he took his air samples
was part of the bleeder system that extended from the active
pillar line of such gob to the intersection of that bleeder
split with any other split of air Mr. Harper again answered
"no."  He said "I think the bleeder is from the regulator
back.  Once it comes to there, it enters -- that is the
immediate bleeder coining off that gob area" (Tr. 69).  The
parties stipulated that the area where the samples were taken
was "in the crosscut, some point between the crosscut and
the regulator, because the two splits would join.  I don't
know that we could say on any given day where that mixing
point is" (Tr. 70).
Mr. Harper estimated that from where he took his sample,
it was some thirty feet to where the air coming from the gob
mixed with the air in the return (Tr. 71).  He confirmed
that the bleeder check points shown on the mine map are those
submitted and finally approved by MSHA, and he confirmed
that he learned through hearsay that mine management has
indicated to MSHA that bleeder check-points are not the
proper place to take the air samples required by section
75.301 (Tr. 71).
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